Are You Looking to Brand Yourself Contemporary?
Starting a new business or a rebranded business takes some important steps to do it
appropriate. Much of that has to do with getting your headshot rendered correctly. The
first time. No redo. No cheap selfie. No dramatic looks. Just a clean focused look.
Getting your headshot rendered correctly the first time is a major decision that
businesses should make. Many do not. They think it’s ALL about their product. It’s not
really. It’s about individuals who sell the product. A trusted face gets in the door much
quicker than a product. There are so many products, but it only takes one friendly,
honest face to get in front of a potential client.
Thus, it’s so important that a new startup and a rebranded business should truly seek to
invest in their people FIRST.
Our good ole internet has a way to find headshot photographers everywhere. Isn’t it
interesting that we always say “you get what you pay for” until we need to pay for it?
Then we want to go cheap.
So many photographers offer headshot photography because they think it is easy to do.
Just light an area and point their camera. Anyone can point a camera. Certain “labs” in
department stores do it. They do it cheaply. But they do everyone cheaply.
The idea behind the Whitehot Headshot company is to get you a headshot that appears
like a “one-of-a-kind” headshot. Our company does one thing. Headshots. That’s all
we do. Business headshots. Rebranding headshots. New startup headshots.
Headshots. That’s our business. And we do it very well.
Stop searching. Give us a call.
If you want to connect EVERY time, get that headshot done right. We put your best
face forward.
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